Overview of learning for Week beginning Monday 11th January

Relationships PSHE SEAL
Assembly focus

Reading

Writing

Maths

Science
Geography
History

Computing

Design technology

Art

What sort of feelings does being in lock down bring?
What causes us the sad uncomfortable feelings?
What causes the happy comfortable feelings?
What decisions can we make to reduce the sad feelings and boost the good feelings?
Bug Club books and associated activities
Secure fluency and then check comprehension and understanding with questions.
Can children infer meaning of unknown words?
When to use A or An?
Adding suffix ‘er’ and ‘est’ to compare planet sizes. Introduce the VCCV spelling rule.
Writing information texts about planets, -> collecting notes about Saturn (or using
provided notes)
Organising notes into related subtopics- moons – rings - data- features- human
explorations.
Writing sentences and paragraphs based on these notes.
Adding pictures to texts to enhance the reader’s experiences.
Doubles as adding two of the same, or as two lots of some number or amount
Introduce X symbol and associated models to think of doubles as times 2.
Using doubles to know number bonds that are + or – 1 away from a known double. If we
know 3 and 3 is 6, we know 3 and 4 must be 7.
Adding 10 to a number.
Telling the time using the hour hand.
Earth in space.
Solar System
Structure of the Earth in comparison to other planets.
Romans gave names to the planets.
Romans gave us the names of our months.
Romans gave us the numbers we use on clocks.
Using computers to research- what words do we need to put into a search engine to find
what we want to find?
Using computers to access learning and communicate.
Preparing and cooking vegetables. Cleaning hands, and vegetables and equipment.
Using a knife to peel , chop and slice.
Different cooking techniques. Roasting, blanching, boiling and frying.
Planet pictures- pastel or chalk to make the planets blurry and smudgy.

